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FRIDAY CONVOCATION

Come Paride Vezzoso

Gaetano Donizetti (1797-1848)

Grant Davis, baritone
Audrey Hansen, piano

Mr. Davis is a student of Serdar Iban

So What

Miles Davis (1926-1991)

Thomas Brecheisen, trumpet
Chase Porter, drums
Scott Teeple, bass
Josh Williams, guitar

Mr. Thomas is a student of Daryn Obrecht

"Steal Me, Sweet Thief" from The Old Maid and The Thief

Gian Carlo Menotti (1911-2001)

Elizabeth Rasmussen, soprano
Kanako Yamazaki, piano

Ms. Rasmussen is a student of Tod Fitzpatrick

Fantasie No. 10

Georg Philipp Telemann (1681-1767)

Kim Davidson, flute

Mr. Davidson is a student of Jennifer Grim

Ronsard à son âme

Maurice Ravel (1875-1937)

Andy Kim, baritone
Nancy Porter, piano

Mr. Kim is a student of Tod Fitzpatrick
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Joy Spring

Joel Gibson, trumpet
Mr. Gibson is a student of Daryn Oboeht

(To be announced)

Jesse Garcia, trumpet
Mr. Garcia is a student of Daryn Oboeht

Vedrai carino

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
(1926-1991)

Alanna Gallo, voice
Ms. Gallo is a student of Juline Gilmore

Clifford Brown
(1930-1956)

Joy Spring

Joel Gibson, trumpet
Mr. Gibson is a student of Daryn Oboeht

(To be announced)

Joseph Haydn
(1732-1809)

Jesse Garcia, trumpet
Mr. Garcia is a student of Daryn Oboeht
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